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Books for Children

Books and magazines are also available for 

immediate download from the NLS Braille 

and Audio Reading Download (BARD) site 

at https://nlsbard.loc.gov. To order books or 

sign up for BARD, contact your local coop-

erating library. Regional library telephone 

numbers and email addresses are listed on 

the last pages of this magazine.

Books are listed alphabetically within the 

headings Children’s Fiction and Children’s 

Nonfiction by subject category, author 

last name, and title. For example, the title 

Goodnight Moon by Margaret Wise Brown 

would be listed in Children’s Fiction under 

the Classics subject category and by the last 

name Brown.

Children’s Fiction

Adventure
Secret Weapon: Seven Untold Adventures 

from the Life of a Teenaged Spy; Alex 

Rider

DB107816 7 hours 47 minutes

by Anthony Horowitz

read by Simon Prebble

Danger is never far away from Alex Rider. 

In these adrenaline-fueled adventures, 

the teen spy infiltrates a terrorist hideout, 

gets caught up in a high-speed chase, 

and faces the world’s deadliest criminals. 

These explosive missions will push Alex 

to the limit. Seven secret adventures. One 

teenage super spy. Commercial audio-

book. For grades 6–9. 2019.

Fight for Dusty Divot: An Unofficial 

Fortnite Novel, Book 5

DB107841 2 hours 12 minutes

by Devin Hunter

read by Ramon De Ocampo

With the season ending in a few weeks, 

people are either giving up or fighting 

harder than ever. When Grey loses 

another squad member, he’s on the verge 

of throwing in the towel himself. But 

to his surprise, the top player, Tae Min, 

approaches him with a deal that may 

give them just the chance they need. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 

2019.

The Squad of Lucky Landing:  

An Unofficial Fortnite Adventure Novel, 

Book 4

DB107852 2 hours 14 minutes

by Devin Hunter

read by Ramon De Ocampo

With the help of his new squad members, 

Grey is determined to climb back to the 

top of the game’s rankings. It won’t be 

easy when Grey’s old squad mates use 

his own tactics against him. He must use 

his creativity to find new ways to lead his 

squad back to the top twenty. Commercial 

audiobook. For grades 3–6. 2018.

The Battle of the Labyrinth: Percy 

Jackson and the Olympians, Book 4

DB107277 10 hours 34 minutes

by Rick Riordan

read by Jesse Bernstein

When demonic cheerleaders invade 

his high school and the war between 

the Olympians and the evil Titan lord 

Kronos draws near, Percy Jackson hur-

ries to Camp Half-Blood to initiate a 

quest through the Labyrinth with his 

demigod friends. Commercial audio-

book. For grades 5–8. 2008.

The Last Olympian: Percy Jackson and 

the Olympians, Book 5

DB107444 11 hours 3 minutes

by Rick Riordan

read by Jesse Bernstein

The long-awaited prophecy surrounding 

Percy Jackson’s sixteenth birthday 
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unfolds as he leads an army of young 

demigods to stop Kronos’s advance on 

New York City. Commercial audiobook. 

For grades 5–8. 2009.

The Lightning Thief: Percy Jackson and 

the Olympians, Book 1

DB107361 10 hours 5 minutes

by Rick Riordan

read by Jesse Bernstein

Upstate New York, 2005. Sixth-grader 

Percy Jackson, the son of Poseidon and 

a mortal mother, attends a summer camp 

for demigods. After Percy angers Zeus, 

his friends Grover, a satyr, and Annabeth, 

daughter of Athena, join him to resolve 

the problem. Commercial audiobook. For 

grades 5–8. 2005.

The Sea of Monsters: Percy Jackson and 

the Olympians, Book 2

DB107290 7 hours 57 minutes

by Rick Riordan

read by Jesse Bernstein

Upstate New York, 2006. Seventh-

grader Percy, son of Poseidon and a 

mortal, learns that Camp Half-Blood is 

in danger. He and his friends undertake a 

perilous journey into the Sea of Monsters 

to save their beloved camp. Commercial 

audiobook. For grades 5–8. 2006.

The Titan’s Curse: Percy Jackson and the 

Olympians, Book 3

DB107443 8 hours 51 minutes

by Rick Riordan

read by Jesse Bernstein

When the youthful goddess Artemis 

disappears while hunting a rare ancient 

monster, modern-day demigod Percy and 

his friends attempt to rescue her before 

she is needed at the Olympian Council 

meeting on the war with the Titans. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 5–8. 

2007.

Animals and Wildlife
Bedtime Jitters: Beak & Ally

DB107305 0 hours 19 minutes

by Norm Feuti

read by Jessica Wortham

With weird swamp noises swirling 

around him, Beak the bird cannot get any 

sleep until his friend Ally the alligator 

shows him where the racket is coming 

from. For grades K–3. 2021.

Luna Howls at the Moon

DB107682 5 hours 30 minutes

by Kristin O’Donnell Tubb

read by Cassandra Morris

Luna has always wanted to be a therapy 

dog at Therapy Dogs Worldwide. But 

when her “clients”—the children who 

visit her—start group therapy, Luna’s 

routine is upended. Then one child goes 

missing. Commercial audiobook. For 

grades 3–6. 2021.

Family
Crossing the Stream

DB107825 6 hours 9 minutes

by Elizabeth-Irene Baitie

read by Kofi Boakye

In Accra, Ghana, after Ato’s father 

dies, his mother sends him to spend the 

summer with his grandmother, where he 

learns about his father’s vibrant, com-

plicated life and finds ways to honor 

his past with hope for his own future. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 4–7. 

2021.

Encanto

DB107441 2 hours 12 minutes

by Angela Cervantes

read by Inés del Castillo

An extraordinary family lives hidden in 

the mountains of Colombia in a charmed 

place called an Encanto. Everyone in 
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the Madrigal family has a unique gift—

everyone except Mirabel. But when the 

magic surrounding the Encanto is in 

danger, Mirabel decides she might just be 

her exceptional family’s last hope. Based 

on the 2021 film. Commercial audiobook. 

For grades 2–4 and older readers. 2021.

I Can Make This Promise

DB107809 5 hours 49 minutes

by Christine Day

read by Kyla Garcia

When twelve-year-old Edie finds letters 

and photographs in her attic that change 

everything she thought she knew about 

her Native American mother’s adoption, 

she realizes she has a lot to learn about 

her family’s history and her own identity. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 

2019.

May Your Life Be Deliciosa

DB107042 0 hours 13 minutes

by Michael Genhart

read by Gabriella Cavallero

Every year on Christmas Eve, Rosie’s 

abuela teaches her not only how to make 

a delicious tamale, but also how to make 

a delicious life—one filled with love, 

plenty of spice, and family. For grades 

K–3. 2021.

A Secret Shared

DB107800 1 hours 37 minutes

by Patricia MacLachlan

read by Caitlin Kelly

Nora and Ben’s younger sister Birdy 

loves to keep secrets. When genetic test 

results come back, they discover that 

Birdy is seemingly not related to Nora 

and Ben’s parents. But if she is adopted, 

how could that have happened without 

the children knowing? Commercial 

audiobook. For grades 3–6. 2021.

The Shattered Castle: The Ascendance, 

Book 5

DB107018 9 hours 57 minutes

by Jennifer A. Nielsen

read by Charlie McWade

Everything is going wrong for King 

Jaron: Castor, the son of an old enemy, 

is conspiring against him and wants the 

throne for himself; his fiancée, Imogen, 

seems to have turned against him; and 

the Prozarian Monarch has invaded his 

kingdom. Commercial audiobook. For 

grades 5–8. 2021.

Akata Woman

DB106886 12 hours 11 minutes

by Nnedi Okorafor

read by Susan Spain

With the help of her friends, 

fifteen-year-old Sunny embarks on a 

mission to find a precious object and 

return it to the spider deity Udide. But 

defeating the guardians of Udide’s 

ghazal will put all of Sunny’s hard les-

sons and abilities to the test. Sequel 

to Akata Warrior (DB89389). Strong 

language and some violence. For 

grades 6–9. 2022.

The Cursed Carnival and Other 

Calamities: New Stories about Mythic 

Heroes

DB107442 12 hours 43 minutes

edited by Rick Riordan

read by various narrators

Ten stories that remix myths for 

modern readers. Authors include 

Carlos Hernandez, Roshani Chokshi, 

J.C. Cervantes, Yoon Ha Lee, Kwame 

Mbalia, Rebecca Roanhorse, Tehlor Kay 

Mejia, Sarwat Chadda, Graci Kim, and 

Rick Riordan. Commercial audiobook. 

For grades 4–7. 2021.
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Fantastic Beasts and Where to  

Find Them

DB106998 1 hours 57 minutes

by J.K. Rowling

read by Eddie Redmayne

Special edition of an approved textbook 

used by Harry Potter at Hogwarts School 

of Witchcraft and Wizardry. An A-to-Z 

listing of magical beasts, it briefly 

describes such creatures as the centaur, 

hippogriff, troll, unicorn, and ten breeds 

of dragon. Read by Eddie Redmayne. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 4–7. 

2001.

A Comb of Wishes

DB107589 5 hours 34 minutes

by Lisa Stringfellow

read by Bahni Turpin

Kela finds a special mermaid’s comb on 

the beach of her Caribbean island and 

hopes the magic within will help connect 

her to her deceased mother. But the price 

may be too high. Commercial audio-

book. For grades 4–7. 2022.

Friendship
Frankie & Bug

DB107842 5 hours 24 minutes

by Gayle Forman

read by Stockard Channing

In the summer of 1987 in Venice, 

California, ten-year-old Bug and her new 

friend Frankie learn important lessons 

about life, family, being your true self, 

and how to navigate in a world that is not 

always just or fair. Commercial audio-

book. For grades 5–8. 2021.

Honest June

DB107413 5 hours 9 minutes

by Tina Wells

read by Tyla Collier

Eleven-year-old June Jackson has always 

been good at making the people around 

her happy, even if that means avoiding 

telling them what she really thinks. But 

as June starts middle school, her fairy 

godmother puts a spell on her that forces 

her to speak only the truth—even to her 

friends and family. Commercial audio-

book. For grades 3–6. 2021.

Historical Fiction
A Place to Hang the Moon

DB107683 8 hours 9 minutes

by Kate Albus

read by Polly Lee

In World War II England, orphaned sib-

lings William, Edmund, and Anna are 

evacuated from London to live in the 

countryside, where they bounce from 

home to home in search of someone 

willing to adopt them permanently. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 4–7. 

2021.

Humor
Operation Do-Over

DB106993 6 hours 0 minutes

by Gordon Korman

read by Jacob McNatt

After best friends Mason and Ty have a 

falling-out over a new girl, Mason wakes 

up from a freak accident and finds him-

self magically in the past with a chance 

for a do-over. Commercial audiobook. 

For grades 4–7. 2022.

Mystery and Detective
SilverFin

DB106987 8 hours 32 minutes

by Charlie Higson

read by various narrators

Prequel to the adventures of James Bond, 

007, introduces the young James when 
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he is just starting boarding school in 

England and is about to become involved 

in his first adventure. Commercial audio-

book. For grades 6–9. 2005.

Temple Alley Summer

DB106672 5 hours 39 minutes

by Sachiko Kashiwaba

read by Stephen Van Doren

One rainy night, Kazu sees a ghostly 

figure in a white kimono sneak out 

of his house. Later, Kazu learns that 

his home is in the exact location of an 

ancient temple called Kimyō, which, 

legend has it, could bring the dead 

back to life! He sets out to discover if 

the rumors are true. Translated from 

the 2011 Japanese edition. Batchelder 

Award. For grades 3–6. 2021.

Religious Themes
Adventure Awaits

DB107597 5 hours 33 minutes

by Karen Kingsbury and Tyler Russell

read by various narrators

School science camp is a few weeks 

away, but Ashley and Kari Baxter have 

very different feelings about going. 

With the help of their siblings, Kari and 

Ashley prepare for wild experiments 

and the challenges of the great outdoors, 

and together they learn what it means to 

plan for an experience they won’t forget. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 

2022.

Scary Stories
Tales from the Haunted Mansion, 

Volumes 3 & 4

DB107623 7 hours 29 minutes

by John Esposito

read by Malcolm Hillgartner

In Grim Grinning Ghosts, three mys-

terious crates arrive at the Haunted 

Mansion. But one must beware of the 

unearthly artifacts that lie beneath their 

lids. In Memento Mori, as Amicus pre-

pares to retire from his position as the 

ghost librarian, he searches for the scar-

iest story of all. Commercial audiobook. 

For grades 4–7. 2019.

Claws! Goosebumps: Hall of Horrors

DB106478 2 hours 29 minutes

by R.L. Stine

read by Stephen Van Doren

After things go horribly wrong while 

cat-sitting for a neighbor, Mickey and 

his friend Amanda steal a look-alike cat 

from the local pet store, Cat Heaven. But 

they soon discover that was a big mis-

take. For grades 3–6. 2011.

The Curse of the Mummy’s Tomb: 

Goosebumps

DB107686 3 hours 22 minutes

by R.L. Stine

read by Kirby Heyborne

Lost in an Egyptian pyramid, twelve-

year-old Gabe and his cousin, Sari, find 

that they are not alone. Commercial 

audiobook. For grades 4–7. 1993.

Science Fiction
Tiger Honor: A Thousand Worlds Novel

DB107836 7 hours 39 minutes

by Yoon Ha Lee

read by Elissa Park

Thirteen-year-old nonbinary tiger spirit 

Sebin must decide where their loyalties 

lie when their traitorous uncle hijacks the 

battle cruiser that happens to be Sebin’s 

first assignment in the cadet program. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 4–7. 

2022.
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Short Stories
Beasts and Beauty: Dangerous Tales

DB107685 6 hours 10 minutes

by Soman Chainani

read by Polly Lee

Twelve dangerous tales of mystery, 

magic, and rebellious hearts: a prince 

has a surprising awakening, a beauty 

fights like a beast, and a boy refuses to 

become prey. Commercial audiobook. 

For grades 4–7. 2021.

The Ice Cream Machine

DB107338 6 hours 50 minutes

by Adam Rubin

read by Adam Rubin

Six short stories in a variety of genres 

and settings, all featuring the creamy 

frozen treat. In one tale, a girl and her 

sister compete in an ice cream eating 

contest—against an honest-to-goodness 

pig. Commercial audiobook. For 

grades 3–6. 2022.

Sports Stories
Final Season

DB107707 6 hours 47 minutes

by Tim Green

read by Kirt Graves

After his dad receives a heartbreaking 

ALS diagnosis—connected to all those 

hard hits and tackles he took on the 

field—Ben’s mom becomes more deter-

mined than ever to get Ben to quit foot-

ball. And Ben struggles with balancing it 

all. Commercial audiobook. For grades 

4–7. 2021.
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Children’s Nonfiction

Animals and Wildlife
Conservation Canines: How Dogs Work 

for the Environment

DB106170 3 hours 37 minutes

by Isabelle Groc

read by Kristin Allison

Examines the lives of dogs who work with 

humans to find new ways to solve envi-

ronmental problems. Includes stories of 

dog encounters in the field and examples 

of canines working to sniff out poisons and 

invasive species. For grades 4–7. 2021.

Not Just a Hole in the Ground

DB107138 0 hours 5 minutes

by Elizabeth C. McCarron

read by Narrator Unknown

Discusses why a woodchuck’s burrow 

is the perfect place to sleep, hide, and 

raise young. Commercial audiobook. For 

grades 2–4. 2018.

Condor Comeback

DB105479 4 hours 9 minutes

by Sy Montgomery

read by Kimberly Schraf

Award-winning author explores the his-

tory of California condors and details the 

efforts of scientists and volunteers who 

have fought against their extinction. For 

grades 5–8. 2020.

Astronomy
How to Hear the Universe: Gaby 

González and the Search for Einstein’s 

Ripples in Space-Time

DB107939 0 hours 21 minutes

by Patricia Valdez

read by Ana Osorio

Biography of immigrant scientist Gabriela 

González, who, armed with modern tech-

nology, completed the work that Albert 

Einstein had begun one hundred years 

earlier, confirming his theory of gravita-

tional waves and breaking new ground for 

space-time research. Commercial audio-

book. For grades K–3. 2022.

Biography
Rosie the Riveter: The Legacy of an 

American Icon

DB106973 0 hours 20 minutes

by Sarah Dvojack

read by Caroline Hewitt

Examines Rosie the Riveter’s story 

and how an iconic image of a working 

woman evolved into a symbol of hope 

and strength for girls and women. For 

grades 2–4. 2021.

Call Me Miss Hamilton: One Woman’s 

Case for Equality and Respect

DB107398 0 hours 21 minutes

by Carole Boston Weatherford

read by Duyen Washington

Recounts the story of Miss Mary 

Hamilton, an African American woman 

and Civil Rights activist, who was found 

to be in contempt of court when she 

would not respond to questions unless 

she was addressed as “Miss Hamilton.” 

The NAACP took her case, appealed all 

the way to the US Supreme Court, which 

ruled in her favor. For grades 2–4. 2022.

Family
Our Subway Baby: The True Story of 

How One Baby Found His Home

DB107020 0 hours 10 minutes

by Peter Mercurio

read by Peter Mercurio

Pete recounts how his partner, Danny, 

found an abandoned baby tucked 

away in the corner of a New York City 

subway station on his way home from 

work one day. Commercial audiobook. 

For grades K–3. 2020.
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General
Bold Words from Black Women: 

Inspiration and Truths from 50 

Extraordinary Leaders Who Helped 

Shape Our World

DB106827 0 hours 45 minutes

compiled by Tamara Pizzoli

read by Adrean Rivers

Collection of quotes from fifty inspira-

tional Black women who have shaped 

the world we live in, from Toni Morrison 

to Angela Davis, from Solange and 

Beyoncé to Meghan, Duchess of Sussex. 

For grades K–3. 2021.

Government and Politics
Emancipation Proclamation: Lincoln and 

the Dawn of Liberty

DB107021 2 hours 20 minutes

by Tonya Bolden

read by Michael Early

Award-winning author presents a unique 

look at the events that led to the historic 

proclamation. Filled with little-known 

facts and fascinating details, it includes 

excerpts from historical sources and 

new research that debunks myths about 

the Emancipation Proclamation and its 

causes. Commercial audiobook. For 

grades 5–8 and older readers. 2013.

History
Strong Voices: Fifteen American Speeches 

Worth Knowing

DB107022 3 hours 7 minutes

edited by Tonya Bolden

read by various narrators

Speeches that showcases the voices of 

those in power and those who are not. 

Introductions to each entry provide his-

torical context and critical insights into 

the meaning and impact of every speech. 

Commercial audiobook. For grades 3–6. 

2020.

The Legacy of Jim Crow: True History

DB106997 2 hours 25 minutes

by Clarence A. Haynes

read by various narrators

Explains that in the late nineteenth cen-

tury, white lawmakers in the United 

States enacted a set of policies, collec-

tively called “Jim Crow,” that created 

segregated facilities, like schools and 

parks, for African Americans. Explores 

how these policies have had far-reaching 

effects across America, impacting where 

Black people live, how the criminal jus-

tice system treats them, and how they’re 

portrayed in TV and film. Commercial 

audiobook. For grades 5–8. 2022.

Blood and Germs: The Civil War Battle 

against Wounds and Disease

DB107116 5 hours 2 minutes

by Gail Jarrow

read by Eva Wilhelm

Explores the science and gruesome his-

tory of US Civil War medicine, using 

actual medical cases and first-person 

accounts by soldiers, doctors, and nurses. 

Reveals battlefield rescues, surgical tech-

niques, treatments, and patient care, cel-

ebrating the men and women of both the 

North and South who volunteered to save 

lives. For grades 5–8. 2020.

Why Longfellow Lied: The Truth about 

Paul Revere’s Midnight Ride

DB107330 5 hours 6 minutes

by Jeff Lantos

read by Bill Wallace

Unravels the mystery of how and why 

Henry Wadsworth Longfellow twisted 

historical facts when he penned his 

famous poem “Paul Revere’s Ride.” For 

grades 5–8. 2021.
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The Great Stink: How Joseph Bazalgette 

Solved London’s Poop Pollution Problem

DB106499 0 hours 33 minutes

by Colleen Paeff

read by Peter Holdway

Describes how Joseph Bazalgette, a 

19th-century engineer, designed London’s 

first comprehensive sewage system. In 

doing so, he saved thousands of lives 

from cholera outbreaks that regularly 

plagued the city. For grades 2–4. 2021.

Language
Absurd Words: A Kids’ Fun and 

Hilarious Vocabulary Builder for Future 

Word Nerds

DB107111 7 hours 30 minutes

by Tara Lazar

read by Eva Wilhelm

Dictionary-thesaurus hybrid puts more 

than 750 high-level, wondrous, and 

wacky words in fun, engaging, and hilar-

ious context. For grades 4–7. 2022.

Literature
Dear Mr. Dickens

DB107112 0 hours 17 minutes

by Nancy Churnin

read by Eva Wilhelm

In Eliza Davis’s day, Charles Dickens 

was the most celebrated living writer in 

England. But some of his books reflected 

a prejudice that was all too common at 

the time: prejudice against Jewish people. 

Eliza wanted to speak out about how 

unfair that was. So she wrote a letter to 

Charles Dickens. For grades K–3. 2021.

Music
Joni: The Lyrical Life of Joni Mitchell

DB106346 0 hours 25 minutes

by Selina Alko

read by Jill Ferris

Biography of an award-winning musical 

artist who composed more than two hun-

dred songs. Describes Mitchell’s life as a 

young girl from a town on the Canadian 

prairie, where she learned to love 

dancing, painting, birdsong, and piano. 

For grades K–3. 2020.

Poetry
Dictionary for a Better World: Poems, 

Quotes, and Anecdotes from A to Z

DB106245 2 hours 18 minutes

by Irene Latham and Charles Waters

read by Ali Cheff

A poetry collection, organized like a dic-

tionary, presents words that encourage 

kids to create a better, more inclusive 

world. Each entry contains a poem, a 

quote from an inspiring person, and a 

short personal anecdote from one of the 

co-authors. For grades 4–7. 2020.

Science and Technology
Solids, Liquids, Gases, and Plasma

DB106247 0 hours 13 minutes

by David A. Adler

read by Mark Ashby

Two children learn about four different 

states of matter (solid, liquid, gas, and 

plasma) and what happens when matter 

changes form. For grades 2–4. 2019.

Ada Lovelace

DB107019 2 hours 44 minutes

by Ben Jeapes

read by Marietta DePrima

Presents the life of Ada Lovelace, the 

daughter of the poet Lord Byron, who 

became a gifted mathematician and 

who, together with Charles Babbage, 

developed an analytic engine that was 

the world’s first computer. Commercial 

audiobook. For grades 2–4. 2019.


